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ties much above Q band. The waveguide dimensions and resona-

tor lengths are so small that machining tolerances become the

limiting factor. It has been shown, however, that at frequencies

up to Q band, the advantages of evanescent-mode filters, of

lightness and compactness, and simplicity of design and construc-

tion are readily achievable.
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to the Design of Circular Irises in Coupled-Resonator

Waveguide Filters
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Abstract —This paper extends some results for waveguide irises to

obtain accurate design formulas for the design of circular waveguide irises

in coupled-resonator rectangular waveguide filters. Experimental results

confirm the improved accuracy of the new design fomindas.

The new approach has been successfully applied to the design of a

12-GHr waveguide filter in WR90 wavegnide for satelfite transponder

studies. Improved accnracy in the iris desigu enabled the filter to meet

stringent group delay specifications.

L INTRODUCTION

A waveguide coupled-resonator filter typically consists of a

number of half-wavelength sections coupled via irises in the

resonator walls, as illustrated in Fig. l(a). When stringent specifi-

cations are placed on the filter, the need arises for accurate design

of the irises. In the course of development of a filter for satellite

transponder studies [1], existing methods of design were found to

be inadequate, especially for the cases where the iris diameters

are an appreciable fraction of the wavelength and the thickness t

of the iris is significant.

The iris coupling is described by the equivalent circuit of Fig.

l(b) and the coupling coefficient k is expressed as

L,
k=—

L+Li

where L, is the equivalent inductance of the iris [6].

(1)
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Fig. 1. (a) Iris coupfing, and (b) equivalent circuit.

II. CALCULATION OF THE INS COUPLING COEFFICIENT

For the case of small irises in thin walls, the coupling coeffi-

cient can be related to the iris diameter and the cavity dimensions

in terms of simple formulas [2], [3]. Cohn [4] treats the case of

large irises by employing empirical correction factors for the iris

size and the wall thickness. Levy [5] has extended and applied

these results to the design of multiaperture directional couplers.

McDonald [6], [7] has derived exact correction factors for wall

thickness, removing the need for art empirical correction factor.

Levy [9] has recently combined the results of Cohn and

McDonald to give more accurate design methods for multiaper-

ture directional couplers. In the following, Levy’s results are

extended to the cases of waveguide-cavity coupling and

cavity–cavity coupling. This yields accurate design formulas for

the irises of multicoupled waveguide filters.

The magnetic polarizability of the iris is defined as the ratio of

source strength induced in the coupled cavity to incident field at

the iris [2], [3]:

f=– Mtit (2)

~ magnetic dipole moment induced in the coupled cavity,

~, tangential magnetic field incident at the iris,

M magnetic polarizability.

It cart be shown [3, p. 462] that the coefficient of coupling

between two cavities, coupled via an end-wall iris (Fig. 2(a)) is

MA2S2
ke=—

l~ab

A free-space wavelength,

Ag guide wavelength,

ll=+s integer<

(3)

Similarly, the coefficient of coupling between two cavities

coupled via a side-wall iris (Fig. 2(b)) is [3, p. 462]

~ = MA2

s 11a3b “
(4)
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factor, it does have some experimental [4] and theoretical [8]

support. The iris-thickness correction factor c1 has been de-

termined exactly by McDonald [5], [6] and can be expressed as

r ~ 1

(9)

where At = 1.0064? + 0.0409d, (t/d > 0.1). The field-averaging

correction factor [9] takes account of the variation of the incident

field ~c over the cross section of the iris. In Appendix I, new

expressions are derived for C2 in the case of cavity–cavity cou-

pling or waveguide-cavity coupling via a circular end-wall iris

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) End-wall ms, (b) side-wsll Iris, aud (c) input-output iris.

In the case of input and output irises (Fig. 2(c)) coupling to

waveguide (i.e., the input and output ports of a multicoupled

waveguide filter), the extemaf Q of the coupled resonator is [3, p.

461]
-W’+*(%)’, ‘/”<04 “oa)

and in the case of coupling via a circular side-wall iris

(5) -+(%)2++(%4$“’’1<04‘lOb)
Equations (3)–(5) can be used for iris design once the connection

between the iris diameter d and the magnetic polarizability M

has been established. In the case of a very small circular iris

located in a very thin wall, the polarizability is simply [2]

M= d3/6. (6)

However, for large irises in thick walls, the coupling mecha-

nism is more complex and several correction factors [9] must be

applied. Equation (6) then becomes

M = cOc1c2d3/6 (7)

the correction factor CO takes into account the observed effect

that, as the frequency of resonance of the cavity approaches the

cutoff frequency of the dominant mode of the circular waveguide

formed by the iris, the coupled signal increases rapidly. It is

commonly approximated by the expression

111. IRIS DESIGN

Table I summarises the design formulas for circular irises.

Once the coupling coefficient of the ins (or the Q<, in the case of

an input– output iris) is specified, the formulas of Table I give an

expression

,k=r(d) (11)

for the coupling coefficient in terms of the ins diameter. Here r

is a complicated function of the iris diameter.

In the design of the ins, an initial estimate for d is obtained

from (6) and (3), (4), or (5) and the secant method [10] is then

used to find the solution of the equation

r(d)–,k’=o (12)

where k’ is the design value of the coupling coefficient.

tan( nf/2fo)
co =

~f/2fo “
(8) IV. EXAMPLE

Fig. 3 shows a 12-GHz waveguide filter designed to meet the

stringent requirements of a single channel per carrier (SCPC)

system for combined sound and TV broadcasting from a sateUite.

In the case of a circular iris f. = c/A~, where AC= 1.705d. While

the iris-response factor is essentially an empirical correction
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Fig. 3. 12-GH2 waveguide filter.

This is an 8-resonator filter constructed in WR90 waveguide, with

a single cross-coupling path for phase correction [1]. Fig. 4 shows

the specifications placed on the filter.

Table II compares the measured KIQ, with klQ, calculated

from the measured iris dimensions. The measured values of

coupling were obtained using a probe inserted into the two

adjacent resonators. Transmission between the probes has a

typical coupled tuned circuit frequency response and the

frequency separation of maxima gives the coupling coefficient.

Substitution of the measured physical dimensions in the various

formulas enables a comparison of their accuracy. Recall that the

methods used here are firmly based on the large-aperture theory

of Levy [9]. While it” is apparent that the present approach is an

improvement over the earlier Levy [5] and Matthei, Young, and

Jones [3] formulas, there still remain some anomalies. A better

result would be expected for ins No. 36, which should fall within

the realm of the small-aperture theory. Since the results for

waveguide–cavity couplings (iris Nos. 01, 80) are significantly

more in error than the cavity-cavity couplings, it would seem to

indicate that a different coupling mechanism is in operation. In

our case, we included aperture-adjusting screws to overcome this

problem.

Despite these discrepancies, the formulas of Table I are ade-

quate for the practical design of waveguide filters, as evidenced

by the measured filter performance in Figs. 4,5, and 6 and 7. The

various models of filter were developed to test different construc-

tion practices and improve design methods. While the filters

adequately meet the stopband performance and group delay

performance, they do not quite meet the passband attenuation

tolerance of 0.5 dB.

V. CONCLUSION

Levy’s design formulas [9] for irises in multiaperture direc-

tional couplers have been extended to the design of circular

waveguide irises in coupled-resonator waveguide filters.
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APPENDIX

The field within each cavity resonator is of the form

EY = EO sin ~ sin ~
1

I N5ERT I UN LC155 <DB>
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(a)
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Fig. 4. (a) Filter specifications, in-band performance, (b) filter specifications,
out-of-band performance.

A
FIX = – jHO+ sin% cos~

1 1

A

H== jHO~cos~sin~ (All)
1

with the (x, y, z ) coordinate system as defined in Fig. 2(a) and

(b).
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0.597 end-
(+35.169) wall

I

I 771, I ~ I(fior)::Table 1 [31 , [5]

Iris Diameter Thickness Measuxea
timber (mm) (m) (error),.

I I I I
1 1 I I

01 8.014 1.234 216 198.45 131.9s end-
(-0.129) (-38.89%) wall

80 8,014 1.232 242 198,06 131.72 and-
(-1s. 16* I (-45. 5791 W.u

Fig, 6. Measured performance-Mode16,

0

70
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Fig. 5, Measured performance-Model 5,

The field-averaging factor Cz is defined [9]

(A2)

where flt is the incident field at the iris, HZ(c) is the incident

field at the center of the iris,’and S is the cross section of the iris.

Fig. 2(a) shows the case of erid-wall coupling.

At the iris, ~t consists entirely of the HX component, and since

the apertnre is located at z = [I

j~si3327rx/a*

*C:=

jj
sin2 2 ds

s a

(A3)

-m - Lo -m 120C42 ● m ●CO ●W
FREQUENCY MHz

Fig. 7, Measured stopband performance.

Since c = d/2

4~; .,_
jj

sin2 ~ dx dy

=;.l::j:.+~%w.

(r= d/2)

‘+”;j:rj;.+~;cos%d’dy
2

1 4 Pa.— _
2 + ~dz j 2WF—sin T r –y dy.

-,271
(A4)

Now, examining the remaining integral

~j~,sin(~=)dy=~~sin(~~) dy

and since sinx =X~.O(–l)~(x zk+ 1/(2 k +1)!), the integral can

be expressed

$@’&)’
(+yq’k”’dy

(2k+l)!

4a f (--1)” f[&~~]2’+ldy. (A5)._
m2d2k=0 (2k+l)! ~ a

In most cases, the iris diameter is limited in size, and hence
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only the first few terms of this series need be evaluated.

4a

[

~2r2 =4/.4 ~6r6
—— —— —— +—

w2d2 2a 4a3 23a5 –”””

‘H32+*(% ‘is<”’ ‘A’)
Substituting (A6) in (A4), the end-wall field-averaging correc-

tion factor is obtained

“=’-W2++I(W‘ia<04 ‘A’)
Side-wall iris

At the iris, the incident field ~, consists entirely of the Hz

component, and since the aperture is located at x = O

Ag
HZ – jHOG sin~.

Substituting in (Al), it is readily shown that when c = II 12

“=1-H2++H)4‘/’1<04 ‘A’)
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Abstract —There are problems associated with the multimode character

of oversize waveguides. This paper reports on a novel, direct way to

identify modes in an oversize waveguide by looking at the field map orr a

liquid crystaf sheet inserted in the wavegoide. The local temperature change

in the fiquid crystaf due to absorbed microwave energy is translated to a

color change in such a way that a map of the Iocaf power flow is observed

on the sheet.

Mode identification is very important in gyrotrons, for example, where

the microwave energy generating device is snhject to severe problems from

mode competition.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that different modes of electromagnetic waves

in a waveguide have different attenuation for a waveguide of

fixed size. For example, a TE~,l (transverse electric in circular

guide) mode has decreasing attenuation with increasing frequency.

This property is shared by all TEO, ~ modes, and, because of this

property, some waves have received a good deal of attention for

possible long-distance propagation of energy [1], and for low

ohmic losses in resonators of microwave and millimeter-wave

power sources such as gyrotrons [2]. One of the major problems

in the use of TEO,. in circular waveguides arises because it is not

the mode of lowest cutoff frequency, and therefore must always

be used in a guide capable of propagating a number of modes

(known as oversize guides). For the TEO,I mode in a circular

waveguide, there are at least four other modes propagating if the

TEO, I mode is above cutoff (TEI, I, TMO, I, TE2,1). If the TE0,4

mode is above cutoff, at least 48 modes can propagate in the

guide.

The practical problems raised by the multimode character are

several. In the first place, one must have a method of exciting aud

identifying the desired mode. This is very important in gyrotrons,

for example, where the microwave-generating device is subject to

severe problems from mode competition [3], [4]. Specifically, the

device can oscillate in an undesired mode having a resonance

frequency close to that of the desired mode. Secondly, one must

guard against coupling from the desired mode, once excited, to

undesired modes. Thirdly, the measurement of power propagat-

ing in an oversize waveguide by a high-order mode wave is not

simple, in contrast to power measurement in the fundamen taf

frequency which is a routine matter. There are few ways to

identify the mode of propagation in an oversize wavegnide, aad

even to measure the fractional power in each of them. A compar-

ison of several of the measurement methods is presented in [5] and

[6].

This paper report on another, direct way to’ identify modes by

looking at the field map on a liquid crystal sheet. This technique

was first suggested by G. FailIon, following a method described

in the literature, especially with regard to the study of antenna

patterns [7]-[10].

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE

Plastic-encapsulated liquid crystal sheets are heat sensitive, and

if microwave energy is absorbed by the sheet it results in local

temperature change. This temperature change appears as a local

color change in such a way that a map of the RF field E (more

exactly of IE12 or local power flow) can be observed on the sheet.

If the liquid crystal sheet is inserted in a waveguide or horn, the

mode pattern will be clearly visible. This technique is especially

useful in, but not limited to, oversize waveguides in which a large

number of modes can propagate.
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